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Abstract—This paper introduces the concept of a new
service for social Internet of Vehicles (IoV)-based clouds called
incentives-based vehicle witnesses as a service (IVWaaS), which
employs vehicles moving on the road as the witnesses to designated events. Specifically, we focus on two key enablers, a new
secure and privacy preserving service framework as well as a
new incentive mechanism to promote the wide adoption of the
aforementioned social service. In IVWaaS, when confronted any
events, the vehicles in the vicinity with mounted cameras collaborate with other roadside cameras to take pictures of the site of
interest around them, and send the pictures to the cloud infrastructure anonymously so that the privacy of the vehicles can be
preserved. To stimulate active participation from the users, we
also introduce a new privacy-aware incentives mechanism called
privacy-aware proportionate receipt collection, in which the contributors are credited according to their contribution to the
service and can claim their incentives in a privacy-aware fashion.
Service providers can also use the stored pictures as “on-demand
picture service.” Other law enforcement agencies can obtain
the stored pictorial information and use it as forensics in the
investigations.
Index Terms—Conditional anonymity, incentives, pseudonym
exchange, security and privacy, vehicle witnesses, vehicular
ad hoc networks (VANETs), vehicular ad hoc networks-based
clouds.

I. I NTRODUCTION AND R ELATED W ORK
URING the last couple of decades, vehicular ad hoc
networks (VANETs) and Internet of Vehicles (IoV)
achieved convincing milestones as a result of which world
leading automobile manufacturers started equipping their vehicles with hardware and software to enable smart driving.
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VANET technology is realized through extensive researches
by both academia and industry to let the vehicles talk to each
other for safe and infotainment-rich driving experience. To
date, there are a number of applications offered by VANET
technology ranging from the standard traffic safety applications like cooperative cruise control, emergency warning
system, maneuver control, and alleviating highway turbulence
to nonsafety infotainment applications such as Internet on
wheels, music on the road, video on demand, and real-time
traffic information while driving [1], [2]. It is worth noting that
communication among vehicles [vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V)]
and with the infrastructure [vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I)] are
comparable to the communication in social networks where
entities exchange information. Therefore, VANET mimics the
social networking-like communication among vehicles and
infrastructure as a result of which infotainment, safety, and
also social applications and services are realized. It is also
worth noting that recently VANET evolved to VANET-based
clouds. Abuelela and Olariu [3] proposed a new paradigm
shift from VANET to VANET clouds and laid the foundation for VANET clouds. Hussain et al. [4] proposed different
architectural frameworks for IoV clouds afterward.
Over the last few years, a number of services were proposed
for VANET-based clouds (or IoV-based clouds) such as traffic information as a service [5], [6], visual traffic information
through clouds [7] and pics-on-wheels (POW) [8]. To the best
of our knowledge, Gerla et al.’s work, which used vehicles as
mobile image collectors and named it POW [8], is the closest
to our proposed incentives-based vehicle witnesses as a service (IVWaaS). The witness service is of essence in VANET1
environment from various perspectives. Such service can be
very useful in handling law and order situations (for instance
a terrorist attack, a deadly accident, or car lifting etc.), saving forensic evidences for criminal investigation, discouraging
benign entities framing, traffic and route management, and
fine-grained cooperative awareness etc.
We believe that the success of cloud technology can be
leveraged for keeping such service in mind the virtually unlimited resources of the cloud. However, in order to make this
service work, the communication between witness and the
cloud must be secure to make sure that the contents reach
intact at the right destination. Moreover, the contents must also

1 We use the terms “VANET” and “IoV” interchangeably in this paper
because both terms exhibit the phenomena where vehicles either communicate
with each other or with the infrastructure for information exchange.
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be secure during the whole flight. Furthermore, the contents
must be safe from the prying eyes of the outsiders/attackers.
The security and privacy are also of paramount importance.
The witness should submit the forensics in an anonymous
way so that no one, even the law enforcement and insurance
agencies, can abuse the witness privacy through tracking. In
addition to security and privacy, it is also important that the
users must be attracted to use the service. Therefore security,
privacy, and motivation for the witness service are essential
behind the success of this service and in this paper, we address
all three aforementioned problems for the witness service.
Summary of Contributions: This paper is the extension
of our previous work [9] and has the following three main
contributions.
1) We design the architectural framework for the service
keeping in mind its functionality, security, privacy, and
incentives. Without loss of generality, we assume that a
mechanism already exits to detect the occurrence of the
designated events on the road.
2) We propose a novel identity exchange mechanism among
neighbors to guarantee the conditional anonymity of the
contributors. Users carry multiple pseudonyms, and they
periodically exchange their pseudonyms among themselves in order to make the communication conditionally
anonymous enough so that they cannot be tracked.
3) To stimulate active participation of the contributors
on the road, we introduce a new privacy-aware proportionate receipt collection (PPRC)-based incentives
mechanism where each vehicle is anonymously credited
based on its contribution to the service.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
In Section II, we discuss the system models followed by
our proposed IVWaaS scheme in Section III. After qualitatively and quantitatively evaluating our proposed scheme in
Section IV, we conclude our paper in Section V.

II. S YSTEM M ODELS
A. System Players and Network Model
The proposed model is the combination of VANET and
Cloud Computing. Potential participants of the proposed
scheme include mobile sensors (vehicles) fully equipped with
VANET DSRC-based on-board unit (OBU), tamper resistant hardware (TRH), cameras, Department of Motor Vehicles
(DMV), law enforcing agency(s), revocation authorities (RAs),
and judiciary. These are the physical participants of the
system. On the other hand, cloud infrastructure is assumed
to be in place in order to store and process the pictures
(i.e., forensic evidences) and provide them to the judiciary
in case of a dispute. Cloud infrastructure consists of software
modules/components that include dispatcher, query processor,
incentives module, collector, and anonymizer. In order to stimulate active participation of the nodes in IVWaaS service, we
included the incentives module in the cloud infrastructure.
This module is further divided into one physical entity namely
incentives collection point (ICP) which can be a gas station, a
mart, and so forth, and four other software submodules, i.e.,
receipt issuer (RI), receipt receiver, receipt collector (RC), and
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Fig. 1.

Taxonomy of the system participants.

Fig. 2.

Proposed network model.

incentives calculator. The taxonomy of the system participants
is shown in Fig. 1.
Fig. 2 illustrates the proposed network model. In the
proposed network model, vehicles with the help of on-board
cameras take pictures of any event and upload it to the cloud
either by automatically sensing the situation or by triggering
remotely. In this paper, we target the passive service where a
set of cameras (both on-board and installed on road if available) are selected to take pictures of the site of interests (SoIs)
and send it to the cloud which is then stored as forensic evidences. The best suitable example of passive scenario can be
a deadly accident or a terrorist attack.
III. P ROPOSED IVWaaS: I NCENTIVES -BASED
V EHICLE W ITNESSES A S S ERVICE
A. System Setup
Table I lists all the notations that will be used in the rest of
this paper.
1) System Initialization: We use ElGamal encryption algorithm over elliptic curve cryptography to encrypt Ki and KVi ,
which will be stored in RAs. Let G be a cyclic group of prime
order q generated by a generator P. DMV randomly chooses
s ∈ Z∗ for its private key and then computes Pub = sP
as its public key. DMV uses threshold-based secret share
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TABLE I
N OTATIONS

scheme [10] and divides s into j parts, where j is the number
of RAs. Each RAi holds one of divided secrets si , 1 ≤ i ≤ j. In
order to construct s from individual si , RAs must elect one of
them to be a group leader who will be permitted to reconstruct
s by receiving more si s than the threshold and combining them
into one.
2) TRH Initialization: In order to install and initialize the
black box/TRH in the vehicle, the owner has to personally visit
DMV. After confirming the credentials of the vehicle and its
owner, DMV initializes TRH and stores the system parameters
such as (G, q, P, Pub, uV , oV ) inside the TRH. Additionally,
DMV also preloads TRH with vehicle’s individual secret key
KVi and pseudonym generation key Ki .
3) Pseudonym Generation: DMV generates pseudonyms
for each vehicle at the time of registration. These pseudonyms
are stored in the TRH and used for communication in order
to preserve the conditional privacy. DMV generates n number of pseudonyms by taking vehicle V’s secret counter uV
and increment it by vehicle V’s incrementing factor oV . The
pseudonyms are generated as follows:
PSiV = {(α)Ki ||(α ⊕ VID)KVi ||ni }K −
DMV
where α = uV + ni oV , ni is the current count of generated pseudonym (note that it may not be linear), and VID
is the vehicle’s ID. Then, DMV stores these pseudonyms in
its database and indexes it with the value of n. DMV also
saves these pseudonyms along with anonymous certificates in
vehicle’s TRH and sends the anonymous pseudonyms and certificates to RAs as well. In order to help in revocation, TRH
also encrypts Ki and KVi and sends it to RAs which serves as a
trapdoor in revocation. The aforementioned keys are encrypted
with public master key using ElGamal encryption as follows:


c1 = rP and c2 = Ki ||KVi ⊕ H(rPub)
where r is a random nonce selected by the TRH for this
encryption, then it sends (c1 , c2 ) to RAs. However, RAs can
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only decrypt the keys Ki and KVi when they have a warrant
to do so and collude to construct s from individual si . The
reason for saving encrypted keys in RAs’ database is twofold:
RAs use these keys to revoke a vehicle in case of any dispute and for privacy reasons and we do not want RAs to
link pseudonyms and/or extract uV and oV from the beacons
unless necessary. DMV maintains a database where it saves
the credentials of the vehicles (VID, uV , oV ) whose TRHs are
initialized by the DMV. Pseudonyms are maintained by DMV
and indexed with the value of n (the counter of pseudonym
and to be discussed later) as shown in Fig. 3(a). Moreover, the
same kind of table is also maintained by RAs but anonymously
as shown in Fig. 3(b).
B. Identity Exchange
Multiple pseudonyms do not help to enhance the user privacy because the pseudonyms can still be traced and linked
to the sender [11]. Therefore, we propose a new privacy
enhancing mechanism namely identity exchange by letting the
vehicles in the vicinity exchange pseudonyms. Meanwhile, the
privacy is still conditional where the user of the pseudonym
is subject to revocation in case it is needed. This way, a node
(Vi ) can use a pseudonym that it received from node Vj as a
result of pseudonym exchange process.
According to DSRC standard, every vehicle in VANET
broadcasts its whereabouts information to the neighbors, which
includes current location, current speed, heading, and so forth.
When a vehicle wants to exchange its pseudonym for privacy
preservation, it shows its intention in its beacon messages. We
include an intent flag in the beacon message that shows the
intent of the vehicle for exchanging pseudonyms. The neighbors who receive that beacon have choice if they want to
exchange their pseudonyms. The generic beacon denoted by
Mb will look like
Mb = (Bdata ||Sec.Primitives||intent).
Bdata is the mobility statistics that include current position,
speed, acceleration, heading, and other control information
such as brake status and steering wheel angle. Sec.Primitives
are the parameters that are used for authentication, nonrepudiation, integrity, and so forth. The pseudonym exchange
process itself should be anonymous because the knowledge
of the pseudonym exchange will give statistical and probabilistic capability to the malicious neighbors and/or attackers
to at least know that the exchange took place. To this end,
covert communication is the ideal way to carry out pseudonym
exchange among the interested set of neighbors. We assume a
covert communication-based mechanism which is the variation
of a deniable communication mechanism known as DenaLi,
to exchange pseudonyms among the neighbors [12]. Inspiring
from DenaLi, we use another covert communication-based
pseudonym exchange mechanism [13] that leverages regularly broadcasted beacons. Before exchanging pseudonyms,
it is important to check the validity of pseudonyms through
pseudonym revocation list. The exchange report is sent to RAs
anonymously. It is worth noting that if at least one entity of
the exchanging entities is benign, then RAs will receive the
exchange report.
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(a)
Fig. 3.

(b)

Pseudonym history tables at (a) DMV and (b) RAs.

constructed in the following way:
Vehicle
→ Cloud:


 
Canony EID timestamplocV locE  PSiV Pic K −
Fig. 4.

Structure of PEHT.

We note that the revocation privilege has been distributed
among a number of RAs rather than a single entity. Therefore,
it will be safe to assume that the pseudonym exchange
report will reach to any of the available RAs. RAs maintain another database for the exchange history referred to
as pseudonym exchange history table (PEHT) which contains time of the exchange, the source pseudonym and the
destination pseudonym as shown in Fig. 4.
C. Communication With Cloud
To report an event, each vehicle takes picture of the SoI,
and then uploads it to the cloud. The direction of the camera
is important for the quality of pictures and for the coverage
of SoI. In camera sensor network, such viewing requirement
model is known as the full-view model [14]. The operation
of these cameras also depend on the density where in case
of high vehicular density, designated vehicles must take the
pictures whereas in case of sparse density, maximum number
of vehicles must take the pictures to cover SoI. To this end, in
case of a busy street it is highly possible that there might be
more than enough vehicles willing to collaborate. However, it
is not desirable for all of them to upload the picture of the
SoI since this will incur excessive amount of wireless (Wi-Fi,
3G and/or 4G) traffic. In such a case, only the static cameras
around the streets (which are expected to use wired LAN)
and the subset of cameras attached to the vehicles should be
selected to transmit the pictures of the SoI.
D. Event Reporting and Incentives
In case of pseudonym exchange, we encourage another table
namely exchange lock table maintained by RAs in order to
prohibit the exchange of the pseudonyms that are used for
pictorial events reporting. Individual steps are explained as
follows.
1) Reporting Pictorial Event: The vehicle, after taking the
picture, the software timestamps it with the GPS information
from the GPS module, including one of its pseudonyms from
the pool, signs, and sends it to the cloud. The message is

V

K+
C

.

Canony is the anonymous certificate issued to the vehicle by
DMV, EID is the event ID, locV is the location of the vehicle,
locE is the location where the event happened, PSiV is the ith
pseudonym of the vehicle and Pic is the picture taken.
K−
V is the private key corresponding to the Canony and
+
K C is the public key of the cloud module that handles the
communication.
2) Receipt/Voucher Collection: After verification of the credentials and the contents provided by the contributor, the RI
verifies whether the Canony is valid and not revoked, and also
checks validity of the pseudonym. If the credentials are verified, then the cloud provides the vehicle a receipt containing
a unique receipt ID that will work as a voucher at the time of
redeeming the earned incentives
ReceiptIssuer → Vehicle:


 
Canony  EID RID timestampPSiV K −

K+
V

C

.

The same information is sent to the RC as well for incentives
calculation.
ReceiptIssuer → ReceiptCollector:


 
Canony  EID RID timestampPSiV K − .
C

All the above values are copied from the original report with
an additional unique receipt ID RID . The receipt ID along with
PSiV differentiates the report from other reports anonymously
in order to claim incentives. The above receipt/voucher is duly
signed by the cloud and encrypted with the vehicle’s public
key, and then it is sent back to the vehicle.
3) Acknowledgment: The vehicle acknowledges the receipt
for nonrepudiation. It will not be allowed to redeem the
voucher without a valid acknowledgment. This acknowledgment enforces users to use the same pseudonym for the
reporting as well as the incentives collection process
Ack
→ Cloud:
 : Vehicle

 
Canony , RID timestampPSiV hkV (contents) K −
V

K+
C

.

In addition to the other values, the vehicle also calculates
hash with its individual secret key and includes it in the
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acknowledgment, that will be used as a proof in case of any
conflict during incentives collection.
4) Redeeming Incentives: In order to redeem earned incentives, the claimer shows all the vouchers to ICP that were
collected from the cloud. The cloud receives the following
acknowledgment from the vehicle:
Ack : Vehicle → ICP : Canony EID RV
where RV is the list of the vouchers earned by vehicle V, such
that


RV : EID RID1 timestampPSiV K −

 C
j
EID RID2 timestampPSV − , . . .
K
 C

x
EID RIDn timestampPSV K − .
C

After verifying the contents of the vouchers and their validity, ICP verifies the validity of pseudonyms from RAs and
also verifies the contribution. RAs send the collective amount
of incentives (Intotal ) to the ICP, and ICP provides the vehicle with actual incentives. We assume that the vehicle can
provide the ICP with its anonymous bitcoin account and ICP
recharges vehicle’s account with Intotal amount of bitcoins. It
is also worth mentioning that our scheme is not strictly based
on bitcoins but will depend upon the service provider.
5) Contribution Measurement: Incentives are distributed
amongst the participating vehicles. One important aspect of
the proposed incentives must be fairness. We assume the fullview scheme already in place that gives us the percentage
of the full-view from a particular vehicle, denoted by Cj . The
contribution of a vehicle is measured based on the output from
full-view analysis at that vehicle according to the algorithms
outlined in [14]. In addition, we also assume that there is a
fixed maximum unit incentive rate, denoted by Xmax , that is
the upper bound for any contributor for a single contribution.
The net incentive for jth node, denoted by Inj , is based on the
contribution and is given
Cj
.
100
The total amount of incentives earned by
 a vehicle during a
time interval t is given by: Inj−total = i Inji .
Cj = Full − Viewj , Inj = Xmax ×

E. Revocation
To revoke a node, RAs must have obtained a warrant or
other authorized letter for the revocation to be carried out.
The misbehavior will be assessed by the experts/departments
that will include technological experts and/or law enforcement
agencies, and decide whether to issue a revocation warrant
or not. In order to proceed with revocation, RAs retrieve the
forensics from the cloud. The cloud provides RAs with the
data related to the time interval provided in the query. After
that RAs have to look into the n values of the message to figure
out which pseudonym was used. RAs search the pseudonym
related to value n and then search the PEHT to figure out
whether the pseudonym have been used by its original owner
only or exchanged with another user. PEHT will let the RAs
know who to follow up. After searching PEHT based on recent
time value, RAs collude and construct s from individual si
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related to the pseudonym in question and the session leader
decrypts the keys from cipher text c = {c1 , c2 } as follows:
PSiV = c2 ⊕ H(sc1 )


= Ki ||KVi ⊕ H(rPub) ⊕ H(sc1 )


= Ki ||KVi ⊕ H(rPub) ⊕ H(srP)


= Ki ||KVi ⊕ H(rsP) ⊕ H(srP)


= Ki ||KVi .
When RAs decrypt the keys Ki and KVi , RAs decrypts the
(αi )Ki and then extract VID from the pseudonym.
IV. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
In this section, we quantitatively evaluate our proposed
scheme. Our evaluation matrices include security, conditional
privacy, and computational and communication overhead
incurred by our proposed scheme.
A. Security Analysis
To provide the desired functionality, the proposed IVWaaS
must be secure. We assume a passive adversary where he/she
can overhear the transmission between the vehicles and cloud
service provider. The adversary has an ability of analyzing the
overheard data, however, is not able to follow the pseudonym
exchange, because the exchange messages are sent anonymous
and encrypted. The contents of the picture must be authentic, securely transferred to the cloud and nonrepudiated. Data
integrity is guaranteed with the help of hash function; however, we used keyed hash with user individual secret key KVi
to provide data integrity of the report and to provide nonrepudiation because only the sender holds KVi and nobody else
(provided that KVi is not compromised). Compromise of both
keys have critical consequences; however, the compromise of
Ki alone will not jeopardize the system because the adversary
can obtain only α part of the pseudonym. If both Ki and KVi
are compromised, then the consequences will be catastrophic
and the adversary can manipulate pseudonym or reuse it.
Similarly, when a vehicle V reports the event to the cloud,
it selects its Canony and a pseudonym PSxV , signs the message
and then encrypts it with the public key of the cloud. As long
as V is not compromised, the communication between cloud
infrastructure and the contributors is secure from both outsider
and insider adversaries. However, if the public and private
key pairs corresponding to Canony are compromised, then the
adversaries can use this information to report an event and earn
incentives, but the severe consequences like multiple-spending
and fraudulence are still mitigated by our proposed scheme.
B. Conditional Privacy
The vehicles anonymously report the events pictorially to
the cloud in order to keep the adversaries at bay from singling
out the originator of the report. Hence from the reported messages, the privacy of the sender is hard to be abused. With
exchanged pseudonyms among nodes, the report is anonymous and cannot be linked to the original owner of the
pseudonym. Furthermore, the hashed VID in the pseudonym
serves as trapdoor for revocation. To quantify the privacy,
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we measure the anonymity of the reporter through entropy
denoted by H. For entropy, the anonymity set is the set of
the users around the SoI denoted by V and pVi is the probability
|V| that the node Vi is the target witness where ∀Vi ∈ V,
user Vi in the
i=1 pVi = 1. The entropy H of the target
|V|
anonymity set V is given by: H = − i=1 pVi × log2 pVi .
Since the anonymity set is V, the possible outcomes can be
|V| (with normal distribution) and the probability of each outcome will be (1/|V|). With normal distribution and equally
likely involvement of vehicles in exchange of pseudonym in
question, the maximum
|V|entropy is also given by the following
formula: Hmax = − i=1 pVi × log2 pVi = log2 pVi .
It is worth noting that in aforementioned case, the normal
entropy is equal to the maximum entropy, i.e., H = Hmax .
However, due to the intermittent VANET, such situation is
hard to achieve. The entropy of the anonymity does not only
depend upon the anonymity set, but also depend upon the
individual probability. However in general, the more elements
are in anonymity set, the higher entropy is provided that the
nodes are distributed equally likely. On the other hand, in our
case, the anonymity of the reporter can be variable depending
upon its location and traffic density around SoI.
The privacy of the contributor is also preserved in case of
incentives because at the time of reporting, the contributor provides the cloud only with a pseudo-identity. This pseudonym
may be selected from the contributor’s own pseudonym pool
or an exchanged pseudonym with a neighbor. Moreover, without compromising the contributor’s security parameters, it is
hard for adversary to impersonate a benign contributor and to
steal the incentives.
Definition 1: Let U be a contributor that receives a receipt
RU from the cloud infrastructure as a result of its contribu{1,...,n}
tion. U used a pseudonym PSiU ∈ {PSU
} ∨ PSiN , N ∈
i
{NeighborU }. U presents RU along with PSx to ICP. Then,
redemption is considered to be illegitimate
if

RU ∈ {Spent List} ∨ PSix ∈ {Lrev } ∨ PSix ∈ {PEHT}

{1,...,n}

∧ PSix ∈ {PSU


} .

Lemma 1: It is hard for adversary to impersonate benign
vehicles in our proposed PPRC.
Proof: The vehicle V uploads the picture (taken after an
event) to the cloud with anonymous pseudonym PSlV (contributor’s pseudonym). Anonymous certificate is included in
the message and the message is duly signed, i.e., with K −
V
(according to Section III-D). If K −
V is not compromised, then
for any adversary A, it is hard to produce K −
V ’, and construct
the reporting message signed with K −
V ’. Moreover, Canony corresponding to K −
V ’ must also be present for impersonating
any other contributor. Under the assumption that DMV uses
secure cryptographic mechanism to generate anonymous certificates, it is hard for A to impersonate any node. When A
j
constructs the report message with a pseudonym PSA , then
the RI can easily figure out that pseudonym used to report the
event does not correspond to K −
V ’ and so does to Canony . The
same argument holds for incentives redemption stage as well
where the contributor provides ICP with its collected vouchers.
The vouchers are duly signed by RI and carry unique RID and
each voucher is bounded with contributor’s Canony . If K −
V is

not compromised, then it is hard for A to impersonate the
contributor with fake information.
The following corollary follow from the above lemma.
Corollary 1: Providing the same event information multiple
times or multiple-spending cannot earn more incentives for a
malicious insider adversary AI .
Let suppose a malicious insider adversary A presents the list
of its collected vouchers RV : {RV1 , RV2 , . . . , RVk } at time ti .
ICP checks for the credentials of AI and on successful verification and validation, the incentives are credited to AI . Later on
at time ti+j , before the expiry of the redemption period tEID
of the event EID , where [ . . . , ti , . . . , ti+j , . . . ] ∈ tEID , AI
presents RV2 ’ to ICP again in order to get more incentives.
However, according to above lemma, AI cannot forge the
voucher because it is signed by the cloud. Redemption at ti
will cause a new entry (RID2 , PSxAI , timestamp) to the spent
list denoted by Lspent . At ti+j , ICP will check the Lspent and
will find out that (RID2 , PSxAI , timestamp) ∈ Lspent . Therefore
incentives will not be credited to AI and hence AI is not able
to perform multiple spending.
Lemma 2: Redemption process is anonymous in PPRC and
it does not reveal the real identity of the claimer.
Proof: In PPRC, at the redemption stage, the vehicle provides the ICP with ({Canony }{EID }RV ), where {Canony } is the
list of anonymous certificates used for different reports and different events, and RV is the list of the vouchers for redemption.
The ICP extracts each voucher from the list and validates its
contents. The most valuable information that ICP can get is
the pseudonym PSxV which is {(α)Kx (α ⊕ VID)KVx nx }K − .
DMV
Without the information about KVx and Kx , ICP cannot know
the VID that is encapsulated in the pseudonym. the ICP can
check for the revocation status of the pseudonym and its
authenticity by verifying the signed pseudonym. Moreover,
the ICP cannot link any pseudonym to an individual user
because the pseudonym may have been exchanged with somebody else in that case PEHT should be processed to figure out
the exchange history.
C. Computation and Communication Overhead
On the basis of the underlying assumption that a portion of
vehicular density on the road and particularly in SoI, have 4G
data plans, the communication overhead might not phenomenally degrade the service because the overhead is divided
into different frequencies of DSRC and 4G. Nevertheless, the
number of nodes at SoI that have 4G connection and DSRCbased OBU may affect the overall quality of services. Hence,
a normal distribution of both aforementioned standards would
produce better results.
To report an event, an OBU performs 1E + 1H, where E
denotes the asymmetric encryption of the whole message, and
H denotes the hash calculation of the contents. Revocation cost
is divided into two scenarios, direct and indirect revocation.
In case of direct revocation, the cost denoted by Tdir−rev is
given by


Tdir−rev = Cost SearchTablepseu &PEHT


+ Cost Extract Ki , KVi + Cost(Symm.Decryption)
Tdir−rev = 2Tλ + 2Tmul + 2TH + 2Tsym−dec .
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TABLE II
C OMPARISON W ITH K NOWN I NCENTIVES S CHEMES

Tλ is the time incurred by the table search (Tablepseu pseudonym table and PEHT), Tmul is the time required for
point multiplication, TH is the time required to calculate hash,
and Tsym−dec is the time required for symmetric decryption.
For indirect revocation, RA examines all nodes that use current pseudonym in question (used simultaneously). Hence,
the revocation consists of two steps: 1) pin point the nodes
that possessed and 2) used the pseudonym and compare their
hKVi (·) value with the pseudonym in question. The revocation
cost of the indirect revocation denoted by Tindir−rev is given by:
Tindir−rev = 2Tλ + 2

j



Tmuli + THi + Tsym-deci
i=1

+

j


Thi,k .

i=1

Thi,k is the time required for keyed hash calculation and in
case of indirect revocation, RAs have to examine j number of
nodes. In [10], Tmul is found for a supersingular curve with
embedding k = 6 over F397 to be equal to 0.78 ms. Hence,
the above equations can be written as


Tdir−rev = 1.56 + 2 Tλ + TH + Tsym−dec

where β is equal to Contents + SizePseudonym . The certificate
size according to our assumption [15] is 125 bytes, and the
signature is 56 bytes long. We use Harri et al.’s [16] implementation, where timestamp and location are 2 bytes and
6 bytes, respectively. The overhead incurred by the communication from vehicle to cloud (while reporting event) is equal
to 197 = 125 + 56 + 2 + 2 + 6 + 6. Similarly at the redemption
stage, the communication overhead becomes 62j + j × PSxV ,
where each voucher size is 2 + 2 + 2 + 56 + PSxV = 62 + PSxV
and j is the number of vouchers that the contributor wants to
redeem.
For full view of SoI, the road topology is different from
the sensor networks and is firmly fixed, but due to the possibility of fixed roadside cameras, according to full-view
algorithm [14], the total running time is polynomial function
of the total number of vehicles. Full view method requires
O((k + l)2 ) where (k + l) ≤ V, k is the number of vehicles in
SoI is and l is the number of fixed roadside cameras.

In case of incentives redemption, there are three major functions, two of which are carried out by the ICP and the other is
carried out by the vehicle. In the incentives redemption stage,
the cost is denoted by Tredemp and is given by



Tredemp = j × Cost VerifySig + Cost(3SearchTable)


= j × 2Tp + Tmul + 3Tλ


= 0.78j + j × 2Tp + 3Tλ ms.

D. Comparison With Known Incentives Schemes
From Table II, it can be seen that our scheme offers more
incentives functionalities than the previous schemes. Although
our scheme and previous schemes are not directly comparable;
however, one of the huge difference is that we guarantee full
conditional privacy right from the reporting all the way till
redemption of the incentives. According to Table II, previous
schemes do not consider privacy except Li and Cao [17].
However, Li and Cao scheme, the real identity must be
revealed at the redemption stage. That is why the privacy is
not preserved properly. The anonymous incentives redemption adds robustness to our system where any contributor
can sell or purchase its vouchers to earn revenue as well
whereas other proposed schemes do not have this feature.
Our proposed scheme also outperforms other schemes from
incentives redemption standpoint.

j is the number of vouchers, VerifySig is the signature verification function whose cost is equal to (2Tp + Tmul ) [15]. Tp is
the time required to perform pairing operation, and there are
three table searches involved in case of incentives redemption.
The ICP searches for the revocation status of the pseudonym,
exchange status of the pseudonym, and redemption status of
the vouchers in the respective tables.
The communication overhead incurred by our proposed
scheme is partially fixed. In case of pictorial reporting message or contribution, communication overheard is 197 + β,

V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a secure and privacy-aware witness service for social VANET-based clouds. Vehicles along
with the fixed cameras on the road, take the picture of the
incident on the road and upload it to the cloud in secure and
privacy-preserving way. Cloud on the other hand, stores the
pictorial information for long-term use such as, on-demand
pictorial service, providing forensic evidences to law enforcement agencies and insurance agencies. We introduced a new

Tindir−rev

j
j


 
THi + Tsym-deci +
= 2Tλ + j × 1.56
Thi,k .
i=1

i=1
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secure and privacy-aware witness service on the move through
the identity-exchange-based privacy preservation mechanism.
To stimulate active participation from the neighbors, we introduced the PPRC mechanism where each contributor is credited
with incentives according to their contribution. In our proposed
scheme, the privacy is preserved throughout the service right
from event reporting to the incentives redemption.
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